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Introduction

The theorems of Gauss-Lucas and of Grace have proven themselves 
to be of fundamental importance in the theory of the zeros of polynomials. 
We study here some extensions of these results together with a variety 
of their consequences.

For simplicity of reading we have gathered in section О relevant defi
nitions and notations which will be used in the text. Sections 1 and 2 
contain results of the Gauss-Lucas type and Grace’s type respectively. 
Section 3 deals with applications. Section 4 consists in the proofs of all 
the theorems.

0. Definitions and notations

Let P denote the set of all complex polynomials and for » > 0, Pn 
denote the set of all complex polynomials of degree n. If p e Pn and p (z) 
— ап(г—гг) ... (z—zn) we denote by z(p) the set {zly zn} of its zeros. 
If an = 1, p is said to be monie. For p, qePn where

p(z) = 21 К a,/ and q(z) = £ К b,J 
>=o ' *=0 ' '

we call the expression
{p, g} = ^(-ir (”) «А—

v = Q '

the apolarity expression for p and q. In the situation {p, q} = 0 we 
say that p and q are apolar while if |{p, g}| = |an||ftn|dn we shall say
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that p and q are <5-apolar. For feC (the complex plane) and pePn, JPcp 
defined by (■&\p)(z) = np(z) — (z—Ç)p'(z) is the polar derivative of p 
with respect to the pole £. A point AeC will be called a (w0, w„ wk) 
—point of a regular function f if /(A) = w„,/'(A) = wlr ...,f(k>(A) — wk. 
For <7:A->C (where A £ C and w0, wz, ..., wkeA given, we call the 
quantity [w0, wlf..., wk]g, which is defined recursively by [w0]f/ — g(w„),

[wk]g = g(wk), ..., ([w0, «?*_!]„—[«>!, wk\g)l(w0-wk) = [w0,
wk]g the (usual) difference quotient of order k of g with respect 

to the points w0, w1, ..., wk. If g is regular, the difference quotients always 
have a meaning even when two of the are equal (using limiting processes).

For a set $ £ €, the convex hull of $ is denoted as usual by Conv($) 
and if 0 is an angle, we write 8g for the set 8+Lg where Lg is the half-line 
{re‘® |r > 0}, that is, 8g is that part of C swept by $ when the latter is 
carried to oo along a direction making an angle 0 with respect to the 
positive real axis. A set C £ C is called a circular region, if it consists of 
a disk, the exterior of a disk or a half-plane (open or closed). Two sets

, S2 £ C are said to be separated by two circular regions G1, O2 if 
»=1,2 and C\ n C2 = <p. The “distance” d(8lf S2) between the two 
sets Sx and S2 is defined, as usual, by d(Slf 82) = inf |aq—«,|.Note that

Z£’Si
this is not a distance in the mathematical sense of the term.

1. On the theorem of Gauss-Lucas

This well known theorem [5] states that

peP => z{p') £ Convjjzfp)]. (1.1)

The result locates the zeros of p' in terms of the convex hull of the set 
of the zeros of p. Using the (w0, wq, ..., wfc) — points of p, instead of 
the zeros of p' (i.e., (w0, 0, w2, ..., wk) — points of p) we state the following 
generalization of (1.1).

Theorem 1.1 Let p e Pn, K = Conv[z(p)] and take w0, wq, ..., wkel, 
where 0 < k^n. Then the set Q of all the (w0,wlf..., wk) — points of p

k-1
Q £ A 0„ = (argwr-argw,+1)(mod25i) (1.2)

»=0

in the case wow1... wk 0 and £) £ K in the ease wow1... wk = 0.
The theorem of Laguerre [5] states that for any polynomial pePn,

we have
[f/C,«(p) £ C] ^z(<?(p) £ C (1.3)
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where C is a circular region. Now, if we note that as £ -> oo, the set z(£Ccp) 
tends to the set z(p') (this is easily seen by looking at the zeros of

(y (*) = ^P W- (y -1 ) P' («)

which tends uniformly on every compact to p'(z)) we have the qualitative 
result that as £ becomes large, the zeros of SC(p come near to Conv[z(p)]. 
In this connection we state the quantitative

Theorem 1.2. Let pePn with z(p) = {z,, ..., zn) and .If = max |z„| 
then for every 2.ez(^P(p) we have ’

|f| > Jf-(l + => d(A, Conv[z(p)]) < «5. (1.4)

Note that when <5 j 0 we come back to (1.1). We locate now the set 
of zeros of linear combinations of the derivatives of p.

n
Theorem 1.3. Let p*Pn and p*(z) = £ a9p^(z) then

F-0

«(?•)£ A {(«(l>)+0)1° = •(»)} (1.5)
n

where n(z) = £ n(n~^ an_,zv and C ranges over the circular regions containing 
»—o

z(ri). The symbol n<fc) denotes, as usual, the product n(n— 1)... (n—k+1).
In the case a0 = 0, cq = 1, a2 = ... = an = 0 we come back to 1.1 

as easily seen since z(n) = {0, oo} in this case because n(z) = n\zn~1 + 0zn. 
We close this section by giving an extension of (1.1) for Weierstrass’

canonical products.

Theorem 1.4. Let

P(z) (1-6)

be a canonical product of genus p. Then the zeros £ of P' satisfy

») C =*0 
or

oo oo

m) C' J? a, z? — y arz^+1 for a non-trivial sequence of non-negative 
»—i »=i

numbers
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2. On the theorem of Grace

This result [5] reads as follows: given p,qePn then

{p, q} = 0 => [z(p) £ Ct, z(q) £ C2 => C\ n C2 <p] (2.1)

where Gx and C2 are circular regions. That is to say, the sets z(p) and 2(5) 
cannot be separated by two circular regions when p and q are apolar.

We give first a representation theorem for the apolarity condition 
which will be useful for this section.

Theorem 2.1. The following representations for {p, q} are valid 
M N

a) If p(z) = ^ar(z—o,)n and q(z) = 2P„(z—r)„)n then
V=1 n=l

{P,i}=2 (2.2)

b) Let p(z) = J a,z' and q(z) = £ b,? then

{P, = Mi. • • An LP («)] (2-3)

where Llf = — and the are the zeros of q.

c) Let zt. ..., zn and l\, ..., £n be the zeros of p and q respectively and 
Gu C2 be two disjoint circular regions such that {£x, ..., £„} £ Gx, {zlf ..., zn} 
£ G2- Moreover suppose that Cx is a disc with center co. Then 3 An ..., lneC2 
such that

{p, 3} = anbn • • • (*SL)(fl_ Ai) • • • (f"~ 4) (2,4)

d) If p{z) = an(e—zf) ... (z-zn), q(z) = bn{z-£x)... (z-£n) then

(2-5)
?>iSn »=-1

where S„ is the symmetric group of order n.
Observe that representation (2.3) immediately imply (2.1) if one 

takes (1.3) into account.
We will use parts c) and d) of theorem 2.1 to prove

Theorem 2.2 If p and q are 8-apolar then
i) The sets of their zeros are not too far from each other. More precisely, 

z(p) and z(q) cannot be separated by two circular regions Gx and C2 such that 

d(Gl,Gi)>6. (2.6)
The result is best possible.
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ii) Their respective zeros are not uniformly too near. More precisely, 
’S.zvez{p), l3Cflez(q) such that d(zv, Çf) ô. (2.7)
The result is best possible.

This result thus extends (2.1) in two directions in the context of 
6-apolar polynomials.

Grace, Heawood and Szego \[6] have proved the following generali
zation of Rolle’s theorem.

Theorem LetpePn be such that p( — 1) = p(l) then p' possesses a zero 
in every circle passing through ±icot n/n and in the two half-planes Re« > 0 
and Re« < 0.

Using the notation of difference-quotients, the hypothesis p(—1) 
— p(l) can be written [ —1,1]„ =0 and this theorem gives a conclusion 
on z(p'). Using general difference-quotients of order h we draw now con
clusions on «(p(A)) without even assuming that the difference-quotients 
vanish.

Theorem 2.3. Let w0,w1, ...,wfceC and pePn be monic. Then

d(z(pW),C)< [ft»o, ... Mk]p

G)

1
n—k

(2-8)

for every circular region C containing all the zeros of the polynomial (of 
degree n—k)

(w,-z)n
(co.—(<w,—coo)(w„—cox) ... (co,— to,_i)(co,— w,+1) ... (wv— (Ok)

(2-9)

This concludes section 2.

3. Applications

1- We start with a few simple consequences of theorems 1.1 and 1.4. 
n

Theorem 3.1 If pePn where p(z) = J? avz* * * * v is such that two of its successive
v = Q

coefficients a„o, a,,0+1 satisfy

|arga,o- arga,o+1| < ?r/2 (3.1)

then the open right half-plane cannot contain the whole set z(p).
Condition (3.1) can be thought as a condition stating that the argu

ments of the coefficients of p do not oscillate too much.
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Theorem 3.2 If, in theorem 1.1, we have 0,o + 7* = for two indices 
r0 and r, then I) £ Conv[«(p)].

This theorem says that for a much wider class of points than z(p'), 
a conclusion of type (1.1) still holds.

Theorem 3.3 If, in theorem 1.4, we have p=0 then conclusion ii) can be 
written as

ii)* f eConvfo, 22, ...}.

This is the known extension of (1.1) given in [5].

Theorem 3.4 If, in theorem 1.4, all the z'„ s are situated on p half-rays 
issuing from the origin and separated by equal angles then ii) can be written 
as ii)* as above.

Combined utilizations of theorems 1.1, 1.2, 1.3 and 1.4 give rise to 
a wide class of related results of the type just mentioned.

2- When the polynomials p and q are written in the form

X«) <WP,№ and q(z) = p,<p,(z)
v = 0 r=0

where the <p',s form a basis for the vector space Pn, the apolarity expression 
takes (by bilinearity) the form

n n

(3.2)
v = 0 n=Q

where the to'^s depend only on Thus theorem 2.2 permits us
to draw conclusions about z(p) in terms of the a„s when q and z(q) are 
known.

We give now a theorem which generalizes well-known theorems of 
S. Bernstein [1], P.D. Lax [4] and G. Szego [7] about estimations for 
|p'(z)|. Let U and 77* £ C be open sets then

Theorem 3.5 If pePn maps U into U* VzeU,

\p'(z)\^nRle(z) (3.3)

where R is the supremum of the radii of all circles contained in U* and g(z) 
is the supremum of the radii of all the circles contained in U and containing z. 
The result is best possible when U is the open unit disk D.

The cases U = D, U* = D, TJ = D, V* = D\ {0} and 77 = D, 77* 
= {z| |Rez| < 1} give Bernstein’s, Lax’s and Szego’s results respectively 
as it is immediately seen.

Other applications of this result are, for example,
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Theorem 3.6 If U contains arbitrarily large disks while U* does not 
and peP maps U into U* then p must be a constant.

For example, this simple theorem says that p cannot map an infinite 
sector into an infinite strip without being constant. This is in any case 
rather obvious.

Theorem 3.7 If pePn maps U into U then 3-Z„eU such that

lp'(*o)l < n. (3.4)

3- Let pePn be mapping the open unit disk D into a given set U. 
The following theorem permits us to find from it a »-parameters family 
of polynomials pCl, £n doing the same.

Theorem 3.8 Let pcPn be mapping D into U then for any choice of
..., £neD, the polynomial pCi, ..., given by

Pc,.....t„(s) = «0+«!
(£i+ ... +f»)z (£ifa+ ••• H-fn-iC»)*!2 , 

-------- H «2------------- rv--------------- H

(3-5)

also maps D into U.
One immediate consequence of this result is that V2eD, «„+ anIeU 

which generalizes the fact that, when V = D, we have |a0|+|an| < 1.
Let now denote the class of normalized univalent polynomials of 

degree n, [3]. It is well-known (this is Dieudonn6’s criterion [3]) that 
for a normalized polynomial p(z) — z+atz2+...+anzn we have 
pe<Mn oV<pe[0, »/2], (D,,p)(z) /0 in h where Dvp denotes the Dieu- 
donn^’s derivative of p with respect to cp defined by

P'W if cp = 0,

(Dyp)(2!) = n .

& Sm*
(3-6)if cp #= 0.

For each set (8 containing the origin, we define the class ^„(8) £ 
of normalized univalent polynomials of type 8 by pe^n{8) op is nor-
malized and Ype [o,y], Dvp: D-+0\S. (3.7)

The previous theorem gives the following variational formula for 
K(8).
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Theorem 3.9 If peUn(S) and ... ,£n_xeD then

£l • • '£»—1 n
P(ti, •••, f„-i5 «) = «+«2

(Cl + ••• + fn-l)

(V)
**+ ■■• +«» - J" zn (3.8)(:=:)

also belongs to Wn(S) where p(z) — z+a2z2-±- ... +anzn.
We immediately infer from this that if z+... f-anzn eWn(S) then

|a„|<—inf|«-l| 
n zeS

and the estimate is best possible.

4. Proofs

(3.9)

-point of p and the relation p' (£) = p (£) -

Proof of Theorem 1.1 The case where w0... wk = 0 being an immediate 
consequence of (1.1) we need only to look at the case wQ... wk 0. Let 
J gli then f being a (w0, ..., wk) - point of p it is, in particular, a (w0, wf) - 

—— which can be written as

^(C-^/lf-^l» = (Wl/w0)
F-l

implies that
n n

Z = ((«h/w0) + £ a,z^£ a, (4.1)
r-1 r=l

where a, — l/|f—2„|z, v — 1, ...,». That is

ZeL^+K =Keo. (4.2)

The point £ being also a (wr, w,+1) - point of p^ for 1
we similarly deduce that

ZeL„' + KM,v = l,...,fc-l (4.3)

where = Conv[pw] £ £ by (1.1).
We thus have

^L,r+K =Ktf,v =l,...,k-l (4.4)

and (4.2) together with (4.4) gives .the desired conclusion 
fc-i

*»o

Proof of Theorem 1.2 We have (Lcp)(z) = p(z) (£—z,)l(z—z,). Let
F=1

zoez(.&cp). If z0 = z, for some v, there is nothing to prove, so we suppose
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that z0 z„ for every v and we can write J^(f— z,)l(z0— z») = 0 and obtain 
that

f-<2'(2o-2r)/|»,-«r|« = J^(Zo-z,)z,/|zo-2U2- (4.5)

Putting a, = (l/|«0—«,|,)/2'(l/|«0—Zx.11), v = 1, we get from
(4.5) that "

(4.6)

where p, = v =1, ...,«.
A*

Suppose now that d(z0, Conv[z(p)]) > <5. Since we have J/}(z/Conv 
[z(p)] we obtain from (4.6)

ifi<(i2oi|2’^z,|+2’A^i2)/|««-2’^|^i2oi>/|zo-2’M|+w.

(4.7
Let us now show that

\z0\/\z0-2p,z,\^(M+d)ld. (4.8)

If |z0 < M + d this is immediate and if |«0| > M + 6 we have | z0—£ ft, z, | 
> |»o|— 2 P,z,\ = |«0| —«, say, where 0 < a < M. Consequently,

koi/| P'z'\ < kol/(koH «) < (>+ *)/(>+ <5-«) < (>+ <5)/«5

because the maximum of the functions </(i—a) for d, oo) occurs
at t = Jf-J-d. Relation (4.8) thus holds and combined use of (4.7) and 
(4.8) then gives

|f| < Jf-(l + 2Jf/<3) (4.9)

which contradicts the hypothesis of the theorem.

Proof of Theorem 1.3 To prove this result, we refer to the Grace’s 
apolarity theorem (2.1). For each <weC, define paePn by

* , x / , x V PW(") ,
Pa(z) = p(z+a>) = ------j— z

r=0

and put 2(2) = £ (-l)n_’«(n-’)an_,2’.
F = 0

By a simple calculation we find that {pw,2} — p*(a>). Now eoez(p*) 
o (Pa,, q) = 0 and if C is a circular region containing z(q) then, by (2.1), 
we have that H»>0 such that okC, that is Hv0 such that wez^—C 
which implies that wez(p) — C. We can thus write z(p*) £ z{p)—C and 
putting n(z) = (-l)nq(-g) we finally find that

z(n) £ C oz(p*) £ z(p) + C
which implies (1.5).
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Proof of Theorem 1.4 Suppose that the trivial case i) does not occur. 
If f = zrQ for a certain r0 we have only to take the sequence {a,} where 
a„o = 1 and av — 0 for v v0 and conclusion ii) holds. If for every v 
C =/= z, we have

o =p'(f)/p(o = V №m-^)=
v = l v-1

which implies that

(g-z,)
IC-*,I2

|C-*,I2
= 0 (4.10)

Equality (4.10) immediately leads to
OO 00

=2’^+1/k.i2plc-^i
V=1 V=1

and conclusion ii) follows by putting a, — 1/|3,,|22’|£—3r|z.

Proof of Theorem 2.1 a) Let ^(z) = (z—a)n and ?r2(3) = (f?—’?)" then 
{^i,3T2} = (r]—a)n as is easily verified. Equality (2.2) then follows from 
the bilinearity of {p, q}.

b) We have p(z) = £ avzv = an f[ (z—z,) and q(z) = £ H bvz"
n v=Q \ / r=l v=0 \ /

= &n/7(z-w.
F=»l

Write now (as we can always do) the polynomial p in the form

P(S) = 2’£o4«-AJ” (4.12)
A=1

where An and N are suitable constants. We immediately have:

=(-iran-r, r = 0,l,...,». ' (4.13)

Moreover,

[?(«)] = E

LCn=1LCn [p (Z)] = 2X (fn- !„)(£„_,- AJ (z- A,)-2,
A-l

iti... Ltn [p (s)] = 21 (fn- ^) • • • (fi- M •
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That is
N N n

£(.[?(*)] - £ ».«(« —--j' J1 », «
/4=1 /4 = 1 ?=0

N
(-1)"

bn

and this is equal by (4.13) to 

(-1)” \i[n

»—0 /J=l

X (”) M-i)’«»-, =~{p,ti
n=.O n

which gives (2.3).
c) By (1.3) we have

AnLX*)] 
p(z)

^IX«)]

A*- •£:>(*)]
^Js+l • ■■Lcn[p(z)]

Ax- •i£n[P(«)]
A2 ••• A„[p(«)]

= 1-

(C„—<«)2—=i-(t-^V2r-CO \ 1„- CO /

n—1
= 1_K5=!^)y_72__1_(^)i

n-1 g„—co \4-l—"/•

Hfâ-

'Cl— to

(Cfc—«) v

= 1-

k V=1
:

1
(C1-0) V 1

1 z(n_1)—•*■ .-1
= 1-

(0 — co

. Zc [p (2)] (which are in C2) and 
now these equalities we find

where s are the zeros of LCn_/l+i . 
the A'« are points in C2. Multiplying

and conclusion (2.4) follows by representation a).
d) Let S,= ... and T,= 2Xj ••• denote the elementary

symmetric functions of degree v of the zeros of p and q respectively. The 
identities

n n
PWI<*n = ^(-l)n-8n_^ and q(z)lbn = £ (-l)"-’Tn_Fz’

•—0 »—0

= 1
n
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immediately give
{p, ((- i)”-’sn_,T,/(*)).

We thus have to show that 
n
2 (<- n(c^**>> (4-i5)

V'sn *=1

Since each of these two expressions is symmetric in zt, ...,zn and 
in ,..., it is sufficient to show that the coefficients A, and B„ of

zlz2 ... z,Zi£2 ... £n_v

in the two sides of (4.15) are equal. In fact, we have: A, 
as it is easily verified.

= BV = (-1)’

Proof of Theorem 2.2 i) Let <5 > 0 and suppose that the conclusion 
is false; that is the sets z(p) and z(q) can be separated by and Ct satis
fying (2.6). By symmetry, we can always suppose that the zeros ..., 
of q are all in (which we will first take to be a disk centered at co say) 
and that the zeros zx, ..., zn of p are in C2. If we put — radius of Gt 
and r2 = d(co, C2) we must have d< r^—r^.

By representation c) in theorem 2.1, we deduce that:

l«„IIM«5n = l{P,2}| = KIIM y—~ ••• T—— I -ICi—Ax| ... |CW—A»|
A1 — co An— (0 I

> ...

dn
> l«nlIM 1*1-"I... K-"l-sr.

T2
We thus have

1 > K-wl ... \zn-a)\lr%

from which we get the existence of a v0, (1 < v0 < n) such that |«,#— <w| < r2 
which is a contradiction. In the case where Gt is a half-plane, an approxi
mation of by discs is required.

To show that the result is best possible it is sufficient to look at the 
polynomials

p(s) = an(z-Oi)n and q(z) = bn(z-o2)n. 

ii) We use here representation d) of theorem 2.1 which gives

l{P, ?}l = l«„l IM 6n < la»l IM Py J] /7 1C,- W)
' ’ F —1
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from which we can assert the existence of a (poeSn such that

/7
»-1

and so the existence of v0 such that

The same example as above shows that the result is best possible.

Proof of Theorem 2.3 We need first the following reformulation of the 
condition of d-apolarity (see Szegb [6] for the case d = 0). We omit the 
proof which is easy.

Lemma. Let lQ, lx,..., Zn e C, ln 0 be given and let Abe a linear operator 
defined on Pn which carries a(z) = ao+axZH- ... + anzn into the number 

A[a) = Zoan+^ian-i+ ••• + ^»«0. (4.17)

Then the polynomials a(z) and l(z) — .£( —are b-apolar if and 
only if v=9 {V/

|A(a)| = |a„||ZJ<5".
Moreover, the polynomial l(z) can be written in the form 

Uz) = A((x—z)n)
where (x—z)n = /?(») is considered as a polynomial in x.

Now define J (for polynomials qePn_k) by 
1 h Cfc—i

^4(2) = f J ••• J 2(c>i+ (w8~ wi)<i + •• • + {Mk~ 
oo o

+ (wo— °>k)Mdtk ... dtt.
This expression is trivially linear in the coefficients of q and a formula 

of Newton [2] gives, for pePn,
A(pw) = [ft»0, «i, ••., w*]p. (4.18)

Taking, as in the lemma, the polynomial I(z) (of degree n—k) associated 
with A and taking (4.18) into account we get

l(z) = A(p(x)) = A((x—z)n~k) = [co0, tw*]r (4.19)

where r(x) = - X , nw = »(»—1)... (»—Jfc+1). Now from Lagran- 

ge’s interpolation formula [2] we have

Ito =JL y________ ____________
n(k} (co,—<o0) ••• (co,— <o,_i)(co,— Cb+l) ••• (co,— CO*)

= (-l)»-‘£2l+... . (4.20)

2 — Annales
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Since we also have that

pw(z) = nwzn~k+... (4.21)

we conclude by the lemma (with n replaced by n— Tc), (4.18), (4.19), (4.20) 
and (4.21) that p^(z) and l(z) are <5-apolar with

[«(, , . . . , l/n—k
0 =

and the result follows by theorem 2.2.
Note that part ii) of theorem 2.2 also gives a conclusion in theorem 2.3.

Proof of Theorem 3.1. This is an immediate consequence of theorem 1.1 
if we note that the point £ = 0 is a (co0, ..., <w„)-point of p where (o„ = v! a„, 
0 < v < k = n.

Proof of Theorem 3.2. Under the hypothesis 0„o + ji = f°r two 
indices v0 and rx, conclusion

fc-i
12 £ QF = 0

gives £2 £ Kg n Ko — K since K is convex."0 F1
Proof of Theorem 3.3. Conclusion ii) of theorem 1.3 with p = 0 is merely 

^ar = £a,z, which trivially implies ii)*.

Proof of Theorem 3.4. Considering P(wz) where |w| = 1 we can suppose 
that the p half-lines issuing from the origin are determined by the plh 
roots of unity. The zeros z, of P thus have the form

z, = g»exp(2fclri/p), (0< Sr, 0 ^k<p)

and ii) of theorem 1.3 gives

£• V a, = a,6?zr.
r=l V=1

Putting now

P’ =<*;£/
»-1

we get
oo oo

r=l r—1

which proves the theorem.
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Proof of Theorem 3.5. Let aeU* then z[p(z) — a] n U = <p.
Let now f e V and draw a circle centered at f which is completely 

contained in U. Call this circle De(£) where q is its radius. From (1.3) 
we conclude that the zeros of the polynomial

•^--S?c[P(«)-«] = p'(z)

are outside Dc(£). That is, for any zeDe(Z) we have

oj(z) = p(z)———^-p'(z)eTJ* (4.22)
n

Let now Ci be an arbitrary point in -De(f). Another application of 
(1.3) permits us to write

pfcH p'(g) = to(z)+ (Cl~C) p’(z)cU*. (4.23)

Since (o(z)eTJ* we must have

— Ifi—fl lp'(«)l < R for exvery zeD (f). n

This last relation being true for any fjeDJf) we deduce that 

elp'(«)IM < R for ZeDe(£)£ u,
that is

IP'(«)I < nR/q.
To show that in the case where U = D (the open unit disc) the ine

quality is best possible it suffices to check that equality occurs for a poly
nomial of the form a0 + F2n for a suitable a0.

Proof of Theorem 3.6. Let pePn and [J?(fi(wi)]^,1 be a sequence 
of disks such that for each i, De.(o)i) s U is a disk of radius centered 
at «<. We can always assume that | oo and IcoJ f oo. Theorem 3.5 then 
gives |p'(wt)l < nR/Qi | 0 which means that p'(z) = 0, that is p is a constant.

Proof of Theorem 3.7. This is trivial since there exists a zoeU such that 
e(«o) = R.

Proof of Theorem 3.8. Let weD and consider the polynomial defined
by

?«,(*) = [](*-№

= 2"-(^+ ... +Cn)^»->+ ... + (-1)»?,...^«». (4.24)
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We have z(qm) s D. Take a 4 U then 2 [p (2) —, a] n 2) = <p. From (2.1) 
we must have

{p(2)-a, ^(2)} * 0
that is

P^.... (4.25)

Since this is true for every co eD we must conclude that pCi Cn(2)) excludes 
every point a excluded by U, which means that D -> U.

Proof of theorem 3.9 Let peUn(8) then DlfpePn_i maps D into C/S 
which implies by (3.5) that

(^p)Cl.... tn_i: D-+C/S.

But (Dvp)(l.... :„_/«) = DfPtti, • ••, C»_i5 «) which means that

p(^,...,Cn_i; z)eün(S).

Conclusion (3.9) is a consequence of (3.7) and (3.8) by taking suitable Ç',8.
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Streszczenie

W pracy tej autor otrzymuje kilka twierdzeń określających położenie 
zer wielomianów otrzymanych przez pewne operacje z wielomianu danego,
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względnie z dwu danych wielomianów. Wyniki te stanowią uogólnienie 
klasycznych rezultatów Gaussą-Lucasa, Laguerre’a, Grace i Heawooda.

Резюме

В этой работе автор получает несколько теорем, определяющих 
распределение нулей полиномов, которые получены из данного либо 
из двух данных полиномов с помощью некоторых операций. Эти 
результаты становят обобщение классических результатов Гаусса- 
-Льукаса, Льагэрра, Греса и Хэавода.




